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You are here: Home Technical Articles V. Data Decoding Your V. Tag - NOTE 1: The consecutive
numbers for trucks were assigned just like Ford cars in the period, IE each assembly plant
started with the same sequential number. Thus, the first truck in Kansas City production in
would be assigned C00,, as the first truck assigned to San Jose would also be C00, The unique
serial number identifier would be the plant code. The Ford Master Parts Catalog shows the
figures as C00, thru D82, starting one unit earlier and ending one unit later. However, reportedly
the figures in the shop manuals are off some because they were printed at the beginning of the
production year run, and I've also heard from several truck owners who report higher unit
numbers than those listed here Stay tuned! Wheelbase code indicates the wheelbase in inches:
" is a short wheelbase truck, while a long wheelbase truck is ". Determine type of unit, axle size
and type hubs before ordering parts. The D. If the vehicle is built on a D. O Domestic Special
Order , F. Foreign Special Order or L. CID Horsepower Comp. Ratio Carb A 6 9. Tag - Want to
link to this site? Please save this banner to your hard drive to place on your webpage. A cid,
6-cyl. LD B cid, 8-cyl. The W. The Model code indicates the model type and the gross vehicle
weight in lbs. The Body code: The first one or two digits identifies the interior trim and the last
two digits indicates the type of cab. The Transmission code indicates the transmission installed
in the vehicle. The MAX. The CERT. All rights reserved. All brand names and product names
used on this website are trade names, service marks or registered trademarks of their
respective holders. No portion or content of this site may be reproduced or otherwise used
without explicit permission. To report problems or provide comments or suggestions, please
click here. Decoding Your V. The first three digits identify the model in the series: Series. F
2WD. F 4WD. The fourth digit identifies the engine: Engine. The fifth digit identifies the
assembly plant: Assembly Plant. Ontario, CAN. Dallas, TX. Mawah, NJ. Lorain, OH. Kansas City.
Michigan Truck. Norfolk, VA. Twin Cities, MN. San Jose, CA. Allen Park, MI Pilot plant.
Louisville, KY. The remaining six digits are the consecutive unit numbers: Aug. The Exterior
color code indicates the paint color: Color. Raven Black. Pure White. Peacock Blue. Sky View
Blue. Arcadian Blue. Chrome Yellow. Rangoon Red. Holly Green. Wimbledon White. Dark Blue.
Medium Ivy Green. Lunar Green. Meadowlark Yellow. Yellow Green. Pebble Beige. Harbor Blue.
F 1. F 4x4. F 4x4 1. Conventional Cab. Cowl and chassis. Cowl and windshield. Trim Scheme.
Pastel parchment crinkle vinyl and pastel parchment kiwi pattern vinyl. Medium blue crush vinyl
and medium blue leeds pattern woven plastic. Medium beige crush vinyl and medium beige
leeds pattern woven plastic. Charcoal black crush vinyl and charcoal black leeds pattern woven
plastic. Charcoal black crush vinyl and medium beige leed pattern woven plastic. Pastel
parchment crinkle vinyl and light parchment granada pattern vinyl. Ford WFE. Ford WDF-M.
Dana 44, Dana Ford WDF-L. Ford WDF-J. Ford WDF-K. Traction Lock. Dana 44, Dana Ford
WCC-M. Ford WCC-N. Ford WEW-B. Ford WCR-M. Ford WCR-N. Dana F. Dana HDF. Dana 44F.
New York. Twin Cities. Des Moines. New Orleans. Oklahoma City. Los Angeles. San Jose. Salt
Lake City. Home Office Reserve. American Red Cross. Ford of Canada. Engine Code. As soon
as Mike pulled into the shopping center parking lot, his '68 Ford F was drawing onlookers like
ants to a dropped Popsicle. Even behind the grocery store loading docks, where we
photographed the engine compartment, people found us-as if drawn by some sixth-sense
perception that something cool was hiding back there. And down at the beach, where the rest of
the photos were taken, more curious bystanders stopped to admire the pickup. Mike's used to
the attention and doesn't mind answering questions about the Viper Red truck he spent three
years building. His taste hasn't changed-just expanded to include custom classic trucks. He
picked up this Ford more than 10 years ago from one of his neighbors who had always intended
to hot rod it you know the story about good intentions. Maybe the neighbor was making
excuses or maybe he was trying to persuade Mike to do the work he never got around to doing.
In any case, Mike had no big interest in building the F into anything other than a cool work
truck. The truck he really wanted to hot rod was his '35 Dodge pickup. That was his dream
truck; the F was his utility vehicle, used for chores like hauling dirt and moving friends'
furniture. The initial few changes were cosmetic. Then came the shaved door handles, followed
by molding the cowl into the front fenders and shaving the driprails. Of course the rear tailgate
had to be smoothed and the dash had to be cleaned up. After a year of working on the body and
realizing all the work being done, I knew I had to take it off the frame. It wasn't until that point
that Mike started to understand that this project was getting bigger than he'd planned-and that a
lot of the street rod style modifications that he had been planning for his Dodge were going to
end up on the Ford. Mike limited the sheetmetal work to the type of body mods that enhanced
what was already there, instead of camouflaging it. In addition to the changes already
mentioned, he eliminated the emblems and trim and hid the gas tank filler tube. The cowl vents
were filled and the hood was pancaked and reshaped to roll into the fenders and grille area
more smoothly. In the rear, the bumper was removed and replaced with sheetmetal below the

tailgate, which was filled in with the sides of the bed. Seams and stake holes were also filled
and the concave tailgate was reshaped to finish off the rear as one clean smooth piece. With the
body and bed off the frame, the 'rails were modified to fit the gallon Mustang gas tank,
and-along with many of the other chassis components-were powdercoated to match the body.
The brake lines were all remade using the existing lines and the front brakes were replaced with
'73 discs, with the drums retained in the rear. The wheelwells were packed with Coys C-5 rims, a
contemporary interpretation of traditional five-spokes. Mike selected 18x7s for the front and
20x8. The interior was given a complete, but not radical, rebuild as well. Mike pulled the
dashpad and filled the passenger side of the dash. He replaced the plain factory instruments
with whiteface gauges from Dolphin. The dash insert from Boese Engineering fills the oval
instrument panel. A Grant Formula GT steering wheel replaces the original piece and follows the
overall red theme. Custom door panels were made, keeping the factory look. Mike created the
custom armrests, hand-sculpted to resemble the exterior spear. The Sony stereo head unit was
mounted overhead in the custom aluminum headliner. Even the stock-looking rocker panels are
custom built. The factory bench was finished in red and gray vinyl by Morales Auto Upholstery.
It's not true that the truck was painted to match the MSD Blaster 2 coil and plug wires, it just
looks that way. The '68 Ford had been recently rebuilt when Mike bought the truck. The intake
manifold is topped with a single Holley four-barrel and chrome Ford Racing air cleaner. The is
linked to the C6 automatic transmission, rebuilt at San Marcos Transmissions, with a stock
9-inch at the rear axle. Remember the '35 Dodge that was Mike's dream truck? His initial reason
for giving any attention to the Ford was to sell it after it was fixed up, and pour that money into
the Dodge the good intentions story again. Maybe the Dodge is getting some attention now in
somebody else's garage. But it's Mike's red-hot F that's getting the attention around here. Close
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Posts I entered my truck in the show just for the fun of it. After
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everyone turning there nose up I decided it was time for a rebuild. Originally I was just gonna
swap to a rust free cab and new DOVE head and Comp Cam but after stripping the truck down
to the frame, I did some research on autocross ing and Pro Touring. I already have 17X What I
really want to do now is improve the rear suspension. I've researched till my head is spinning.
I've got a basket full of parts in Ron Suttons Website. I really want to build a killer 3 link and
watts link rear suspension. I've got room for roughly 36 inch trailing arms and 3rd link with
some fab work. Are 36 inch arms overkill or what? This is a street truck driven on special
occasions and events. I want seriously good handling and street manner. Help me decide which
way to go. Sponsored Links. I forgot to mention, I'm also boxing the chassis front to rear.
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